Detective Work in Tracing Animal Disease
Two University of Arizona
scientists in the College of
Agriculture have identified
what may be the missing link
in a disease cycle that has puzzled
U.S. veterinarians for 45 years.
Based on their research, John Maré,
a disease ecologist, and Ed Cupp, a
medical entomologist, believe that
certain species of black flies may be
transmitting vesicular stomatitis, a
viral disease, from wildlife hosts to
domestic livestock.
The mystery lies in the cyclic
nature of the illness. It occurs in
livestock in epidemic proportions
about every ten years, but also seems
to infect smaller numbers of wildlife
on a continual basis throughout that
period. No one previously has been
able to determine why or how the
disease spreads outside wildlife
populations periodically.
The two scientists are analyzing
the disease cycle of vesicular
stomatitis in wildlife to find out
where and how the transfer occurs
into ranch animals. They have also
introduced the virus into laboratory
populations of black flies to see how it
behaves inside them.
Maré and Cupp are researching
the disease because its economic
impact on ranchers can be considerable.
"The disease does not kill," says
Maré, "but it is very painful. It causes
vesicles, or sores, in the mouth that
interfere with feeding. Animals that
don't eat, don't produce."
Sores may also develop on the
soles of the feet, making walking
difficult, or on the teats, reducing
milk production in dairy cows.
"The most critical reason why we
are focusing on it is because the
symptoms are identical to the most
feared animal disease of all foot
and mouth disease," Maré said. "It
affects all cloven -hoofed animals."
U.S. regulations require that livestock
exhibiting hoof and mouth symptoms
be quarantined until a positive
identification can be made.
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A black fly anchored to a wooden stick
feeding from a capillary tube (above),
and salivating into the tube as it feeds
(left).

Cattle, horses and swine suffer
more serious outbreaks of vesicular
stomatitis than sheep or goats. A
variety of rodents and other wild
mammals, including elk, antelope
and javelina, can be infected with the
virus in nature. Humans who contract
vesicular stomatitis (rare in the U.S.)
suffer flu -like symptoms.
Scientists know that the disease is
contagious after an animal contracts
it. Saliva from the inflamed mouths of
infected animals carries the virus, and
infected animals may spread it by
depositing their saliva in feeding and
watering troughs. But that doesn't
explain how the disease first enters a
herd.
"Since the disease is not always
here, there is a question as to how it
comes in," Maré said. "Some suggest
it comes in from Mexico; others say
it's from infected animals illegally
brought into the United States.

"The fact is that the infections have
occurred so far south in Mexico that it
would be impossible for the virus to
blow this far north, and the illegal
movement of animals is unlikely," he
said. "We are looking into whether
the virus exists here, particularly in
southern Arizona."
Outbreaks of vesicular stomatitis
have followed watercourses: the last
infection began in 1982 near the
Verde River in Arizona. Insects
associated with water were suspect as
vectors, or carriers.
Black flies breed in running water,
and are also voracious feeders on
livestock. The black fly species Cupp
selected for a laboratory colony has
been identified as a nuisance to
livestock; it is also the only black fly
species grown successfully in laboratory culture. The colony, which is 12
years old, is maintained for test
purposes on the UA campus under
strict security conditions.
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"Two types of vesicular stomatitis
virus exist, " Cupp said. "The first,
known as an enzootic strain, occurs in
a limited area. The second, the
epizootic strain, is associated with
large outbreaks.
"I put together from professional
literature the different suggestions
about the transmission of this virus,"
Cupp said. "The best reference goes
back to the early 1940s in Colorado.
Using what was in the literature, I
concluded that black flies were
involved in the epizootics."
It is considered a very high -risk
venture to experiment with the
vesicular stomatitis virus on animal
subjects because the disease has not
been in the United States recently. By
testing the virus in flies rather than in
livestock, Cupp and Maré have
eliminated this risk.
The researchers wanted to determine not only whether the virus
would survive inside the black flies,
but also whether it would multiply in
their bodies and show up in their
saliva. Using a membrane feeding
technique, Maré and Cupp introduced the virus into the flies.
"We were able to calculate the
amount of virus going into each fly,"
Cupp said. "We induced each fly to
salivate into a capillary pipette
designed to fit over its mouth. When
the fly took a drink, it salivated into
the tube." The saliva tested positive
for the vesicular stomatitis virus.
"Once we evaluated the fly's body,
it had more virus in it than it took
up," Cupp said. "The virus not only
infected the fly, but also multiplied."
The fly was able to incubate both the
enzootic and epizootic strains of the
virus.
"These findings fulfilled the
hypothesis that the black flies could
transmit the disease," Maré said.
Now the two scientists are attempting to solve the rest of the
puzzle. They need to find out how the
disease cydes in the wild before the
vectors transmit it to domestic animals.

"This virus is known to cyde on an
island off the coast of Georgia through
sand flies and animals wild pigs, for
example," Maré said. "It has remained
there and has not spread to the rest of
the U.S. We have a precedent,
therefore, that the virus can cycle in a
way that is not evident. We wondered, is it cycling through a wild
animal population and one or more
species of flies here in Arizona?"
Cupp and Maré know certain
wildlife had to be carrying the disease
that the flies were picking up. By
looking for possible sources of the
virus in Buenos Aires Wildlife Refuge
in southern Arizona, Cupp and Maré
hope to learn more about this part of
the disease cycle. Dan Mead, a
graduate student in the department of
entomology, is trapping both flies and
wildlife in Buenos Aires Wildlife
Refuge to find out whether they
contain the virus.
Although active cases of the
disease have not been found in the
elk, antelope and javelina, antibodies
to the virus have been demonstrated
in their blood. These findings prove
that the virus does exist in the wild,
even though it does not always
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appear as an epizootic, or epidemic,
in livestock.
"I have a continuing survey going
on with larger game animals in
Arizona to see if the virus is present,"
Maré said. The Arizona Game and
Fish Department is providing assistance. Cupp and Maré are working
very closely with the USDA Arbovirus (arthropod virus) laboratory in
Laramie, Wyoming, and have
received USDA funding for their field
work.
"We were able to do the experimentation and build a whole ecological model of how this can work,"
Cupp said. "We have what we think
is the whole picture of this and now
we're just filling in the parts."
For Cupp and Maré, the next step
is to determine the focus of the
infection: where and when will the
next one occur? Because the last
outbreak occurred over ten years ago,
they know another will strike soon.
"It's like a detective story," Cupp
said. "You fill in the blanks yourself
with experimentation and field
observation. This evidence has been
conjectured for at least 45 years. Now
we can give a reasonable answer." +
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